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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS WITH THE DOUGLAS D-558-II 
(BUAERO NO. 37974) RESEARCH AIRPLANE 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE AERODYNAMIC 
LOAD AMONG THE WING, FUSELAGE, AND HORIZONTAL 
TAIL AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 0.87 
By John P. Mayer and George M. Valentine 
SUMMARY 
Flight measurements of the aerodynamic wing and tail loads have 
been made on the Douglas D-558-II airplane from which the distribution 
of the aerodynamiC load among the wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail 
has been determined at Mach numbers up to 0 .87. 
These measurements indicate that, for normal-force coefficients 
less than 0.7, the distribution of air load among the airplane com-
ponents does not change appreciably with Mach number at Mach numbers 
up to 0.87. 
The measurements also indicate that, for all flight configurations, 
the increase in airplane normal-force coefficient above the angle of 
attack at which the wing reaches its maximum normal-force coefficient 
is due principally to the contribution of the fuselage to the airplane 
normal-force coefficient. 
INTRODUC TION 
As a portion of .the cooperative NACA-Navy Transonic Flight Research 
Program the NACA is utilizing the Douglas D-558-I1 research airplanes 
for flight investigations at the NACA High-Speed Flight Research 
Station. Presented in this paper is the distribution of the aerodynamic 
load among the wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail of the airplane in 
the Mach number range from 0.37 to 0. 87 . The data presented were 
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determined from strain-gage measurements of wing and tail loads made 
during stall approaches and in gradual turns to the left and right at 
altitudes from 10,000 feet to 25,000 feet. 
Results on other aerodynamic characteristics of the D-558-rr air -
plane have been presented in references 1 to 5. 
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SYMBOLS 
velocity of sound, feet per second 
airplane normal-force coefficient (n W ) 
qSw 
fuselage component normal -force coefficient 
( CNA - ( CNw + CNT)) 
tail component normal - force coefficient ( Lr) 
qSw 
wing component normal-force coefficient (Lw) 
qSw 
slat pOSition, inches open 
total aerodynamic horizontal tail load, pounds 
total aerodynamic wing load, pounds 
free-stream Mach number (~) 
airplane normal load factor 
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot (~V2) 
wing area, square feet 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
airplane gross weight, pounds 
" 
o 
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p mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
airplane angle of attack (measured with respect to the 
airplane center line), degrees 
AIRPLANE 
3 
The Douglas D-558-II airplanes have sweptback wing and tail 
surfaces and were designed for combination turbojet and rocket power 
plants. The airplane being used in the present investigation (BuAero 
No. 37974) does not yet have the rocket engine installed. This airplane 
is powered only by a J-34-WE-40 turbojet engine which exhausts out of 
the bottom of the fuselage between the wing and tail. Both slats and 
stall control vanes are incorporated on the wing of the airplane. The 
wing slats can be locked in the closed position or they can be unlocked. 
When the slats are unlocked, the slat position is a function of the 
angle of attack of the airplane. The airplane is equipped with an 
adjustable stabilizer. Photographs of the airplane are shown in 
figures 1 and. 2 and a three-view drawing is shown in figure 3. A 
drawing of the wing section showing the wing slat in the closed and 
extended pOSitions is given in figure 4. Pertinent airplane dimensions 
and characteristics are listed in table I. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND ACCURACY 
Standard NACA instruments are installed in the airplane to measure 
the following quantities: 
Airspeed 
Altitude 
Elevator and aileron wheel force 
Rudder pedal force 
Normal, longitudinal, and transverse acceleration at the 
center of gravity of the airplane 
Normal, longitudinal, and transverse acceleration at the tail 
Pitching, rolling, and yawing velocities 
Airplane angle of attack 
Stabilizer, elevator, rudder, aileron, and slat positions 
Strain-gage bridges for the measurement of wing and tail loads 
are installed on the airplane structure at a station 6 inches from the 
airplane center line on both sides of the horizontal tail and at a 
station 33 inches from the airplane center line on the left and right 
wings. A schematic drawing showing the wing -and horizontal tail 
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strain-gage locations is given in figure 5. The loads presented in 
this paper are aerodynamic loads and were obtained from the strain-
gage measurements (structure load) by correcting for the inertia 
effects. 
A free-swiveling - airspeed head was used to measure both static 
and total pressures. This airspeed head was mounted on a boom 
approximately 7 feet forward of the nose of the airplane . The vane 
which was used to measure angle of attack was mounted below the same 
boom approximately ~ feet forward of the nose of the airplane . 
2 
The airspeed system was calibrated for position error by making 
tower passes at Mach numbers from 0 . 30 to 0 . 70 and at t he normal-force 
coefficients for level flight . The free - swiveling- airspeed head used 
on the airplane was calibrated in a wind tunnel fo r instrument error 
at Mach numbers up to 0 .85 . Tests of simil~r nose boom installations 
indicate that the position error does not vary with Mach number at 
Mach numbers up to 0.90. By combining the constant position error of 
the fuselage with the error due to the airspeed head the calibration 
was extended to a Mach number of 0 .85. For the data presented in this 
paper at Mach numbers above 0 .85 and at Mach numbers below 0.30, the 
calibration was extrapolated. In addition, this calibration was used 
throughout the normal-force - coefficient range covered in this paper . 
The angle - of-attack vane was not calibrated for position error in 
flight; however, the estimated errors in angle of attack due to position 
error, boom bending, and pitching velocity were small. No corrections 
have been made to the values of angle of attack presented in this paper . 
The estimated accuracies of the measured quantities pertinent to 
this paper are as follows: 
TESTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 
~0 . 01 
~0 . 50o 
!0.02 'g' 
!50 pounds 
!200 pounds 
The data presented were obtained in stall approaches and in left 
and right turns of gradually increasing acceleration at altitudes from 
10,000 to 25,000 feet and were obtained with power on. Data are 
presented for the flaps-up and flaps-down conditions for both the 
slats-locked and slats - unlocked configurations. The data are presented 
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as normal-force coefficients based on the total wing area. The wing 
and tail normal-force coefficients were obtained from measurements of 
the loads near the root stations of the wing and tail as indicated in 
figure 5. The fuselage normal-force coefficient was determined by 
subtracting the wing and tail normal-force coefficients from the total 
airplane normal-force coefficient. 
Low normal-force coefficients.- The division of the aeroqynamic 
load among the wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail for the D-558-II 
airplane is shown in figure 6 for several Mach numbers and at airplane 
normal-force coefficients less than 0.70. Data are presented for the 
flaps-up configuration and with slats locked and unlocked. In the 
slats-unlocked configuration, the slats progressively open with an 
increase in airplane normal-force coefficient. Slat position has no 
apparent effect on the division of aeroqynamic load among the airplane 
components. 
The slopes of the component load curves, dCN/dCNA] are presented 
in figure 7 for the wing, fuselage, and tail at Mach numbers from 0.37 
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to 0.87. These slopes were determined for each individual run for the 
normal-force-coefficient range below 0 .70. It may be seen in figure 7 
that the contribution of the wing to the total airplane normal-force 
coefficient is approximately constant ,for the Mach number range covered 
in these investigations. The horizontal-tail contribution varies some-
what with Mach number because of the rearward movement of the wing-
fuselage aeroqynamic center with Mach number (reference 2). In addition, 
the component of lift carried by the horizontal tail will change slightly 
with changes in airplane center of gravity. The contribution of the 
fuselage changes slightly with Mach number to compensate for the change 
in the tail component with Mach number. 
Comparison of the slopes of the experimental component load curves 
at low Mach numbers with theoretical va lues obtained from the We.issinger 
method for swept wings (reference 6) were obtained. The Weissinger 
method does not include any fuselage effects . For comparison purposes, 
the experimental data were reduced to the wing-fuselage form by adding 
the tail normal force to the wing normal f0rce. Although the tail lift 
is not entirely carried by the wings, it is felt that the er~or in this 
method is not large enough to affect appreciably the comparison . The 
value of the wing component normal-force-coefficient slope obtained from 
the experimental data at the lowest Mach numbers and for low normal-
dCNW force coefficients is = 0.73 and the fuselage component normal-
dCN.. 
··w+F 
force coefficient slope is 0.27. The corresponding theoretical 
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values based on the assumption that the fuselage lift is proportional 
dCNW to the area of the wing covered by the fuselage are = 0.76 and 
= 0. 24 . This comparison indicates that for low Mach numbers and 
dCNW+F 
for low normal-force coefficients) the assumption that the fuselage 
lift is proportional to the area of the wing covered by the fuselage 
is approximately correct. The same assumption has also been validated 
in the investigations of the unswept-wing airplanes of references 7 and 8 . 
High normal-force coefficients. - The division of air load among 
the compon~nts of the airplane at high airplane normal - force 
coefficients is shown in figures 8 to 11. These data were obtained 
in 1 g stall approaches with the exception of the data of figure 8 
which were obtained in a low-speed turn of gradually increasing 
acceleration . The component normal-force coefficients for the 
airplane with the wing flaps up and the wing slats locked closed 
are shown in figure 8 . Shown in figure 8(a) are the variations of 
the component normal-force coefficients with the airplane angle of 
attack. It may be seen in figure 8(a) that the component of normal 
force due to the wing increases with angle of attack up to an angle 
of attack of approximately 110 and then remains relatively constant 
at angles of attack up to 270 . The tail component increases somewhat 
up to an airplane angle of attack of approximately 110 and then 
decreases slightly between angles of attack of 110 and 140 . At angles 
of attack between 140 and 270 the tail component increases once more. 
The fuselage component increases with angle of attack up to an angle 
of attack of 220 and then from an angle of attack of 220 to 270 the 
fuselage component is approximately constant. The data are shown in 
figure 8(b) as variations of the component normal-force coefficients 
with airplane normal-force coefficient. The component normal-force 
coefficients shown as dashed lines in figure 8 (b) were obtained from 
the data of figure 6 . It may be seen from figures 8(a) and 8(b) that 
the increase in airplane normal-force coefficient above an angle of 
attack of 110 is caused mostly by the contribution of normal force due 
to the fuselage. 
The component normal-force coefficients for the airplane with the 
wing flaps up and the wing slats unlocked are shown in figure 9. The 
variations of the component normal-force coefficients) airplane normal-
force coefficient and wing slat position with angle of attack are shown 
in figure 9(a) and the variations of the component normal-force 
coefficients with airplane normal-force coefficient are shown in 
figure 9(b). It may be seen in figure 9 (a) that the wing component 
normal-force coeffici&nt increases with angle of attack up to an angle 
of about 210. The wing component then decreases slightly and rema1ns 
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approximately constant up to an angle of attack of 370 . The tail 
component increases somewhat at angles of attack up to about 12° . 
Between 120 and 160 the tail component decreases slightly and above 
160 the tail component increases with angle of attack. The component 
of normal force due to the fuselage generally increases throughout the 
angle-of- attack range causing the airplane normal - force coefficient to 
increase even though the wing normal-force coefficient has reached a 
maximum. 
The component normal-force coefficients for the flaps-down, slats-
locked configuration are shown in figure 10. It may be seen in 
figure lO(a) that the wing component r eaches a maximum value at an 
angle of attack of about 110. The wing normal-force coefficient t hen 
decreases somewhat and remains relat i vely constant from an angle of 
attack of 160 up to an angle of attack of 320. As the angle of attack 
increases from 320 to 360 there appears t o be an increase in the wing 
component normal -force coefficient. The tail component increases with 
angle of attack a t angles up to about 80 and then decreases very 
slightly between angles of attack of 80 and 180 . Above an angle of 
attack of about 180 the tai l normal-force coefficient increases with 
further increase in the airplane angle of a ttack . The component due to 
the fuselage generally increases throughout the angle-of-attack range . 
The . component normal - force coefficients are shown in figure 10(b) as a 
function of airplane normal-force coeffic i ent . 
The component normal-force coefficients for the airplane with the 
wing flap s down and the wing slats unlocked ar e shown in figure 11. 
The variations of the component normal-force coefficients , airplane 
normal - force coefficient, and sla t position with angle of attack are 
shown in figure ll(a). Shown in figure ll(b) are the variations of 
the component normal - force coefficients with airplane normal- force 
coeffic ient. The wing component increases with angle of attack up to 
an angle of about 210 . The wing component then decreases somewhat and 
then remains constant at angles of attack up to 380 . The tail component 
of the normal - force coefficient inc rea ses slightly with angle of attack 
up to an angle of about 140 . The tail component decreases slightly 
between an angle of attack of 14° and 210 and above an angle of attack 
of 210 the tail component increases somewhat with further increases in 
angle of attack. The component of the normal - force coeffi cient due to 
the fuselage generally increases throughout the angle - of-attack range. 
The data of figures 8 to 11 are shown in figures 12 to 15 as values 
of the normal - force coefficient of the component divided by airplane 
normal-force coefficient . 
From the data of figures 8 to 11 it is indicated that, for the 
flaps up or down, the wing reaches its maximum normal-force coefficient 
at an angle of attack of about 110 for the slats-locked configuration 
l 
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and at an angle of attack of about 210 for the slats-unlocked configu-
ration, and that the wing has a relatively flat-topped normal-force-
coefficient curve. In the present tests no clearly defined values 
of the maximum normal-force coefficients for the complete airplane 
were obtained at angles of attack up to 400 for either the flaps-up 
or flaps-down configurations. It may be seen in figures 8 to 15 that 
the increase in airplane normal-force coefficient beyond the angle of 
attack at which the wing reaches its maximum normal-force coefficient 
is mostly due to the contribution of the fuselage to the airplane 
normal-force coefficient. In some cases, at the highest angles of 
attack, the fuselage component of the airplane normal force is almost 
as great as the wing component. As would be expected, the contribution 
of the horizontal tail to the airplane normal-force coefficient is small 
throughout the angle-of-attack range. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Measurements of the distribution of the aerodynamic load among the 
wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail of the Douglas D- 558-II airplane at 
Mach numbers up to 0.87 have indicated the following results: 
1. At normal-force coefficients less than 0.70, the distribution 
of the air load among the wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail does not 
change appreciably with Mach number for Mach numbers up to 0.87. 
2. The increase in the airplane normal - force coefficient above the 
angle of attack at which the wing reaches its maximum normal-force 
coefficient for all flight configurations, is due prinCipally to the 
contribution of the fuselage to the airplane normal-force coefficient. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE 1 
DIMENSIONS AlID CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE 
DOUGLAS D-55B-II A:rnPLANE 
Wing: 
Root airfoil section (normal to 0.30 chord) • 
Tip airfoil section (normal to 0.30 chord) 
Total area, sq ft • •• ••• • 
Span, ft ••••••• •••• 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. • • • • • . • • 
Root chord (parallel to plane of symmetry), in. 
Tip chord (parallel to plane of symmetry), in. 
Taper ratio • • • • • • • • 
Aspect ratio • • • • • • • • . • • • . • 
• • • NACA 63-010 
••••• NACA 631-012 
175.0 
25.0 
87.301 
• •••• 108.508 
· • • • 61.180 
0.565 
3.570 
Sweep at 0.30 chord, deg .••.••••• 35.0 
3.0 
-3.0 
o 
9.8 
±l5 
12.58 
Incidence at fuselage center line~ deg ••••••••••. 
Dihedral, deg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Geometric twist, deg • • • • • • .• ••• • • ••• 
Total aileron area (aft of hinge), sq ft •••• 
Aileron travel (each), deg • • • • • • • • 
Total flap area, sq ft • • . • 
Flap travel, deg • • • • 
Horizontal tail: 
Root airfoil section (normal to 0.30 chord) • 
Tip airfoil section (normal to 0.30 chord) 
Area (including fuselage), sq ft •••• 
Span, in. . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. • • . • • • 
Root chord (parallel to plane of symmetry) 
Tip chord (parallel to plane of symmetry) • 
Taper ratio • • • 
Aspect ratio • • • • 
Sweep at 0.30 chord line, deg • 
Dihedral, deg • • • 
Elevator area, sq ft 
Elevator travel 
Up, deg • 
Down, deg • • • • . • • • . • . . 
• • NACA 
• • NACA 
50 
63-010 
63-010 
39.9 
143.6 
41.75 
53.6 
26.8 
0.50 
3.59 
40.0 
o 
9.4 
25 
15 
I . 
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TABLE 1 - Concluded 
DIMENSIONS A1ID CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
DOUGLAS D-55B-II AIRPLANE - Concluded 
Vertical tail: 
Airfoil section (parallel to fuselage center line) •••• NACA 
Area, sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Height from fuselage center line, in ••••••••• 
Root chord (parallel to fuselage center line), in. 
Tip chord (parallel to fuselage center line), in. 
Sweep angle at 0.30 chord, deg 
Rudder area (aft of hinge line), SQ ft 
Rudder travel, deg • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Fuse,lage: 
Length, ft 
Maximum diameter, in ••• 
Fineness ratio 
Speed-retarder area, sQ ft 
11 
63-010 
36.6 
98.0 
146.0 
44.0 
49.0 
6.15 
±25 
42.0 
60.0 
8.40 
5.25 
Power plant • • J-34-WE--40 
2 jatos for take-off 
Airplane weight (full fuel), lb •••• 
Airplane weight (no fuel) , lb • • • • . • • • • •••• 
Airplane weight (full fuel and 2 jatos), lb ••••••• 
Center-of-gravity locat.ions: 
Full fuel (gear down), percent mean aerodynamic chord. 
Full fuel (gear up), percent mean aerodynamic chord. 
No fue l (gear dOwn), percent mean aerodynamic chord. 
No fuel (gear up), percent mean aerodynamic chord 
Full fuel and 2 jatos (gear down), percent 
mean aerodynamic chord • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10,645 
9,085 
11,060 
25.3 
25.8 
26.8 
27.5 
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Figure 1.- Front vi ew of Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) research 
a i rplane. 
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Figure 2 .- Three-quarter rear view of Douglas D-55B-II (BuAero No. 37974) 
research airplane. 
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Figure 3.- Three-view drawing of the Douglas D-558-I1 (BuAero No. 37974) 
research airplane. 
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Figure 4.- Section of wing slat of Douglas D-55B-II (BuAero No. 37974) 
research airplane perpendicular to leading edge of wing. 
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Figure 5.- Locations of strain gages on the Douglas D-558-II 
(BuAero No. 37974) research airplane. 
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Airplane Normal fOrce Coefficient, CNA 
Figure 6 .- Variations of wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail normal-force 
coefficient with airplane normal-force coefficient for values of air-
plane normal-force coefficient less than 0.70; Douglas D-558-I1 
research airplane. 
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and horizontal tail for values of airplane normal-force coefficient 
less than 0.7; Douglas D-55B-II research airplane. 
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4 8 12 /6 10 24 28 
(a) Variations of component normal-force coefficients and airplane normal-
force coefficient with airplane angle of attack for a low-speed turn. 
Figure 8 .- Flaps up; slats locked; Douglas D-558-I1 research airplane. 
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Figure 8. - Concluded. 
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Fi gure 9.- Flaps up; slats unlocked; Do uglas D-558-I1 research a i rplane. 
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(b) Variations of component normal-force coefficients with airplane normal-
force coefficient for a 19 approach to stall. 
Figure 9 .- Concluded. 
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(a) Variations of component normal-force coefficients and airplane no rmal-
force coefficient with airplane angle of attack for a 19 approach to 
stall. 
Figure 10.- Flaps down; slats locked; Douglas D-558- I1 research airplane. 
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(b) Variations of component normal-force coeffi cients with airplane normal-
force coefficient for a 19 approach to stall. 
Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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(a) Variations of component normal - force coeffi cients, airpl ane normal -
force coefficient, and slat position with airplane angle of attack 
for a Ig ~pproach to stall. 
Figure 11 . - Flaps down; slats unlocked; Douglas D-558-I1 research airplane. 
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(b) Variations of component normal-force coefficients with airplane normal-
force coefficient for a 19 approach to stall. 
Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Variations of CN/CNA of the wing, fuselage, and horizontal 
tail with airplane angle of attack for a low-speed turn. Flaps Up j 
slats locked; Douglas D-558-I1 research airplane. 
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Figure 13.- Variations of CN/CNA of the wing, fuselage, and horizontal 
tail with airplane angle of attack for alg approach to stall. Flaps 
up; slats unlocked; Douglas D-558-I1 research airplane. 
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Figure 14.- Variations of CN/CNA of the wing, fuselage, and horizontal 
tail with airplane angle of attack for a 19 approach to stall. Flaps 
down; slats locked; Douglas D-558-I1 resea rch airplane. 
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Figure 15 .- Var i ations of CN/CNA of the wing, fuselage, and horizontal 
tail with airpl ane angle of attack for a 19 approach to stall. Flaps 
down; slats unlocked; Douglas D-558- I1 research airplane. 
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